
stop bambit!

Print & Play



Welcome to the print & play version of our game 

"STOP BAMBIT!"
 
 

This document contains all the cards necessary to play, the
game board, hexagon blocks, as well as the instructions. 

 
We suggest that you print the cards (pages 4-11) on both sides
of of the paper so that the front and the back would match. 

For the hexagon blocks (pages 12 to 21), print each page on a
separate sheet since both sides are arranged on the same

page, next to each other and connected.
 

 Cut them out together, fold the side that connects them and
glue them to get a two-sided block. One side should be

positive, and one negative, eg: good water-polluted water.
 

 Use this model as a reference:

1 2



 
 

 The pages of the board (22-25) should be printed on a
separate sheet each and arranged in this manner: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You should have 4 sheets for the game board, 8 hard question
cards, 8 medium question cards, 8 easy question cards, 4

Bambit power cards, 6 token cards, 8 water hexagons, 7 forest
hexagons, 5 city hexagons. 

 
 

Save as much paper as you can! 
Do not print these pages and the instructions.

 
Thank you :)

 
 

- The Creators of the game
and the IYNF team
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 The game starts with a blank board and decks of trivia cards divided
into three difficulty levels.
 Each player chooses a token. Each token gives a different character to
the players. Based on their tokens, they start the game at different
points on a board.
 Each player gets to answer one trivia card within a specific time limit.
 The token is used for helping other players to answer their questions
during the game.
 A player puts the green piece on the board if he/she answers correctly. 
 A player puts the waste piece on the board if he/she answers
incorrectly.
 If a player gets a special card at their turn, they get the benefit of the
special card AND they also draw another question card and answer the
question.
 Players go in order.
 Bambit gets to use four power cards throughout the whole game. The
power cards will appear at different locations on the board.
 The game finishes when a team completes the board with all 19 pieces.
 LAST CHANCE: If players are still left with a token(s) after they finish
completing the board, they can use it to turn a waste piece into a green
piece.
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Game rules

game components

instructions
Duration: 30 minutes

Players: 3 to 5
Age: 14+

stop
bambit !

Board: 19 pieces with different landscapes at both sides: A green side or A
waste side

Tokens (6) - Each participant starts with one token. There are two more
hidden in the trivia cards. Each token lets you help another participant to
answer their question.



Business person ★
Farmer ▲
Environmentalist ⬤
Indigenous person ■

Characters: Each character
has a different starting
position on the board.

8 City (Hard questions)
8 Forest (Moderate
questions)
8 Water (Easy questions)

Trivia cards (24):

2 tokens
1 new beginning
2 turning cards: A waste piece into a green piece 
1 time extension 

Special cards (6): 

They are hidden in the trivia cards. Their action lasts through the
round when they were drawn from the deck.

1 turning power: Turn a green piece into a waste piece
1 switching power: Switch an easy question to a hard
question. 
1 time limiting power: Reduce the answering time (10
seconds)
1 “tokening” power: Limit the players` ability to help each
other. For example, players only can help with mimics and
movements with each other instead of directly telling the
correct answers. 

Bambit Power Cards (4):

The four pieces of the board have a purple frame. When these
pieces are chosen, the bambit can do the following actions one
by one.



The year is now 2050.
The world as we know
ceased to exist. Also,
there is a polar bear
living in your fridge
because the ice sheets
have melted completely.

The evil
agents

(0 - 4 green blocks)

The year is now 2070.
We still have to use a
mask when we go out,
but now it’s because of
the air pollution.

Greta is 
disappointed

5 - 9 green blocks)

The year is now 2090. A
normal day at school. You
have some veggies in your
lunchbox and you are also
allowed to take a shower
twice a week.

Folks,
you're cool

(10 -14 green blocks)

Congratulations, you did it!
The year is now 2110. We
ride around town on bikes
and electric buses, have
picnics in clean parks and
keep food in the fridge
instead of polar bears.
Seriously, it’s all rainbows
and unicorns…

Environmental
heroes

(15-19 green blocks)

The index measure


